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PA MAY BE SnJCK WDB NATION'S NUCLEAR WASTE
On October IS, 1994, NRC Chairman Ivan Selin told agency employees that because the counlIy
has so little "Iow-level" radioactive waste, two or three dump sites are all that are really needed
to handle the country's nuclear waste. 8elin also criticized current efforts to build "low-level"
dumps, saying that efforts are progressing too slowly and costing too much.

The comments. only recently made public, have sparked concern across the country. but
especially in Pennsylvania, which is in the process of siting a radioactive dump that was
supposed to accept waste only from Appalachian Compact states (pA, MD, WV, DE). If
Chairman 8elin has his way. though, Pennsylvania could become a dumping ground for the
nation's radioactive waste. "This really reinforces our contention ... that the first two or three
compact states with an operating rad waste facility wilt, in the long run, accommodate all of the
nuclear waste generated in the country," said TMIA's Eric Epstein.
The state Department of Environmental Resources (DER) is hopins to find a community that will
volunteer to accept the radioactive dump, but the NRC's consolidation recommendation could
severely hamper efforts to locate a willing community. "We would have very little chance to have
anyone come forward if it was unknown whether the waste would be from the compact or from
some broader group of states," said Bruce Dallas, a spokesperson for DER.
On FebruaJ)' 2, 1995, Acting DER Secretary James Seif sent a letter to NRC Chairman Selin
asking Selin to clarify his statements that only two or three radioactive dumps are needed. "Your
remarks jeopardize the siting process in states like Pennsylvania and the Appalachian States
Compact because they imply the disposal sites now being developed are not needed or, worse,
will be forced to accept low-level radioactive waste from outside Compact borders," Seif said in
the letter. "The citizens of Pennsylvania will not accept responsibility for the disposal of lowlevel waste from areas outside the Appalachian States Compact, if that is your plan."
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NUCLEAR DUMP TO COST PA TAXPAYERS MUCH MORE
Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc., the company chosen to build a nuclear dump in Pennsylvania, says
that it will need an additional $55-90 million dollars to site and license a dump. Chem-Nuclear
originally contracted to site and license the dump for $30 million. As of October 1994, ChemNuclear had been approved for payments of $25.4 million for their work. The company says it
will reach the limit of its $30 million contract early in 1995.
Despite the fact that the cost of siting and licensing the dump will be three or four times the
original cost, it seems that there is no breakdown available as to how Chem-Nuclear has spent
the money. Although the Auditor General of Pennsylvania did complete an audit from June 1992
to July 1993, the audit broke expenditures into very general categories.
Jeff Schmidt, of the PA Sierra Club, stated that he has requested an accounting of expenditures
by Chem-Nuclear but has yet to receive one. Schmidt is a member of the state's LLRW Citizens
Advisory Committee. "The question is, what is Chem-Nuclear doing with all this money?,"
Schmidt said. "It looks like they are pouring it down a public relations rat hole." Schmidt was
referring to Chem-Nuclear's free trips to their Barnwell, South Carolina dump, which he described
as "wining and dining" trips.
Another controversial expenditure is the $426,000 that DER's Bureau of Radiation spent on a prodump flyer that was placed in all of the states's newspapers. The ad was blasted by
environmentalists as a propaganda feature paid for by the public.
Chem-Nuclear has also spent a significant amount of time and money conducting "Public Values
Surveys" within each of the areas that remain eligible for the dump. Chem-Nuclear says that the
survey allows them "to determine which factors the public feels are more important when locating
a site. It asks residents to rank, in order of importance, statements that reflect the nine Major
Factor Groups, the categories of the siting criteria." Critics have accused Chem-Nuclear of using
the Surveys to determine which communities appear to be least able to mount widespread
opposition to a dump if their community is one of the final three that Chem-Nuclear will
recommend to the PA Environmental Quality Board.
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NUKE WASTE COULD BE SHIPPED THROUGH YOUR BACKYARD
Nuclear waste could pass just blocks from the U.S. Capitol, the Statehouse, and through your
backyard on some of Pennsylvania's busiest highways enroute to a proposed national disposal site
in Nevada, an analysis of potential routes shows. The study of plant locations, highways, and rail
routes that was sponsored by the state of Nevada shows that shipping nuclear waste out West
would puts millions of Americans at risk from potential rail or highway accidents. Shipments
could begin in as little as three years if legislation in the U.S. Senate passes.
More than 3,800 containers of nuclear waste from Virginia, New York, New Jersey, Maryland,
and Keystone plants could be transported across Pennsylvania highways over the next 30 years.
Nearly 2,200 more containers could cross the state on rail cars as they head to the proposed
repository site at Yucca Mountain, 80 miles northwest ofLas Vegas in Nevada. Urban areas that
would be affected include Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Scranton, Altoona and Pittsburgh. Waste
from Three Mile Island, Peachbottom in York County, Calvert Cliffs in Maryland, Oyster Creek
and the Salem and Hope Creek plants in New Jersey, for instance, would pass through
Harrisburg.
The Energy Department has not released its proposed transportation routes. However, the. Nevada
study was based on plant locations, highway and rail routes, the amount of spent nuclear fuel
being stored on-site at plants and the amount of waste generated over the next 30 years. It
accounted for no nuclear plants being licensed and some plants being shutdown when their
licenses expire.
tiThe results of the radioactive waste transportation analysis demonstrate one sobering fact: When
it comes to nuclear waste, we all live in Nevada:' said James Adams, an analyst with the Safe
Energy Communication Council, an umbrella group that includes Greenpeace and the Sierra Club.
ttMost troubling of all is the notion of packaging some of the deadliest substances ever created
and sending them off with crossed fingers onto the nation's highways and rails:' commented
Public Citizen President Joan Claybrook.
For a copy of the Nevada study, contact Judy Treichel, Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force, 4550
W. Oakley Blvd., Suite Ill, Las Vegas, NV 89102. Phone: 702-248-1127.
YORK COUN1Y SEEKS TO SLOW NUCLEAR DUMP
Before Chem-Nuclear or anyone else attempts to site a radioactive dump in York County, they
had better be prepared. County Commissioners recently passed an ordinance regulating the siting
and operation of such facilities that includes a $1 million nonrefundable application fee.
Although state law denies counties to power to turn a nuclear dump away, President
Commissioner George M. Trout said the commissioners ttmay not be able to stop the site from
being located here, but we would like to have some say on its location and how it is operated.tt
The ordinance was adopted at the request of Hellam Against Nuclear Dumps, a Hellam Township
citizens' group organized to oppose the siting of a nuclear dump in Hellam Township. The 21page ordinance establishes inspectors to oversee the construction and operation of the dump and
sets procedures for permit applications, fees, and penalties for noncompliance. The ordinance also
establishes an environmental advisory council that would review all applications and empowers
the council to recommend additional ordinances and regulations necessary to protect the county's
land .and people.
AlIen Brinser, a Chem-Nuclear public information specialist, would not speculate on what effect
the ordinance would have on Chem-Nuclear's search for a dumpsite. But Frances Courtwright,
president of Hellam Against Nuclear Dumps, said the ordinance sends a clear message. tlIt clearly
conveys the message that we don't want you, you're not welcome here:' she said.
Anyone interested in obtaining a model ordinance similar to the York County ordinance should
contact TMIA. The model ordinance is available on floppy disk for PC or Mac.
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MFSCALERO APACHE 1RIBE VOTES DOWN NUCLEAR DUMP, PRESSURE BUnDS TO
STICK NEVADA WrmWASTE
On January 31, the Mescalero Apache tribe decisively rejected a plan to build a radioactive waste
dump on their land. The plan, promoted by the nuclear industry and tribal leaders, would have
established a private "monitored retrievable storage" facility on the tribe's New Mexico land.
The final vote, 58% to 42%, leaves little option for the 33 nuclear utilities which had hoped to
set up a private dump to take the highly radioactive waste now piling up in their reactors. The
industry's Nuclear Energy Institute announced soon after the vote that it is now imperative for
Congress to act to require the Department of Energy to build a "temporary" nuclear waste facility
by 1998.
Under legislation introduced by Senator Bennett Johnston (D-La.), the nuclear industry would get
its wish. Johnston's bill (S. 167) would mandate that a "temporary" nuclear dump be built at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The bill mandates that the interim dump be licensed at Yucca
Mountain without consideration of need, alternative sites, or alternate designs. The bill would
allow radiation releases far in excess of current standards and would exempt Yucca Mountain
from EPA safe drinking water standards.
In order to stop the nuclear industry and their friends in Congress, NIRS (Nuclear Information
and Resource Service) has launched the "DON'T WASTE AMERICA" campaign. NIRS hopes
to obtain one million signatures by August 7, 1995, which will be radioactive waste lobby day
in conjunction with the 50th anniversary of the Hiroshima/Nagasaki bombings. A copy of the
"DON'T WASTE AMERICA" petition is included at the end of this newsletter. Please circulate
the petition and mail it back to NIRS. Don't let the nuclear industry waste America!
NIRS CHARGES NRC wrm MISLEADING NJ SENATORS
In a January 6, 1995, letter to New Jersey Senators Bill Bradley and Frank Lautenberg, NIRS
(Nuclear Information and Resource Service) charged the NRC with misleading the senators about
the condition of the Oyster Creek reactor and the NRC's knowledge of the reactor's condition.
Senators Bradley and Lautenberg, in response to several constituent letters, had asked the NRC
for an overview of the status of Oyster Creek, as well as specific responses to charges leveled
by NIRS and Oyster Creek Nuclear Watch (OCNW). In mid-December 1994, NRC Executive
Director James Taylor responded with a soothing letter assuring the Senators that the NRC was
on top of Oyster Creek and that there was essentially nothing to worry about.
Taylor's letter omitted several crucial details. First, despite the fact that cracking on the top guide
of the reactor vessel was discovered as early as 1991, and that additional cracking was found
during the reactor's most recent fueling outage, no repairs have been made to date. Even worse,
the NRC's letter claimed that it leamed of the cracking in December 1994, when it was asked
about the cracking by NIRS.
"Either the NRC doesn't read its mail, or it is lying," said Micheal Mariotte, executive director
of NIRS. "And how more irresponsible could a utility be than General Public Utilities Nuclear
(GPUN) to operate a reactor with a cracked top guide for years without repair, simply because
the NRC didn't tell them to fix it? Do GPUN officials have to be spoon-fed their breakfast too?"
Additionally, the NRC letter failed to mention to the senators that a key reactor monitor part the core plate - had not been inspected, despite a General Electric Alert on the issue. GPUN
claims that the part is "inaccessible" and an inspection of the core plate would be too hard.
NIRS asked the senators to continue their investigation of Oyster Creek, and to join with NIRS
and OCNW in seeking a suspension of Oyster Creek's license until the reactor has been fully
inspected and all necessary modifications performed. NIRS sent copies of its letter to the NRC's
Office of Inspector General for further investigation.
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NRC WANTS TO ALWW RECYCLING OF RADIOACIWE MATERIALS
The NRC is proceeding with its plan to establish new radiological standards for decommissioned
nuclear facilities. Their plan has been more than two years in the making, has involved an
unprecedented amount of public participation, and yet has evolved to exactly what the nuclear
industry wanted in the first place.
The ERORR process (Enhanced Rulemaking on Residual Radiation) was the NRC's attempt to
prove that it had learned something from its BRC (Below Regulatory Concern) radiation debacle.
Sadly, though, it appears that the agency learned little - the standards established under ERORR
couldn't be any more lenient if the nuclear industry had written them itself.
Under the ERORR, the NRC will allow residual radiation levels for decommissioned nuclear
facilities of 100 millirems/year, or a l-in-285 lifetime cancer rate - the same risk as the
discredited BRC policy. The NRC explicitly rejected its own staffs recommendations of seeking
a goal of 3 millirems/year of residual radiation. The reason: nuclear industry pressure. And
perhaps the worse part - the NRC admits that the ERORR standards will be used for other
deregulation activities; for example, for the recycling of radioactive scrap metal.
This means that the roads on which we drive, the offices in which we work, or the goods that
we buy could all contain recycled radioactive materials. Of course, this scenario would be a boon
to the nuclear industry; instead of having to pay for the safe disposal of their nuclear plants, they
could, instead, sell them for scrap metal on the open market.
Even France, the most pro-nuclear society in the world, recently announced that it will not
tolerate a BRC policy within its borders. In France, all radioactive waste is just that: radioactive
waste, and it cannot be recycled or otherwise allowed into the commercial economy.
NRC DECIDES lHAT 'MINIMUM REQUIREMEN'IS" ARE TOO TOUGH
In a recent issue of Nucleus, the magazine of the Union of Concerned Scientists, Robert Pollard,
a former NRC inspector, reported that in 1992 the NRC decided that 63 of 109 licensed nuclear
power plants do not have to meet the "minimum requirements" of the agency's General Design
Criteria, regulations that "establish minimum requirements for systems important to safety." The
General Design Criteria were identified in the wake of Three Mile Island, when Congress
required the NRC to identify which of its regulations had "particular significance" for public
safety and then to determine whether all operating plants met those regulations.
In September 1992, after reviewing only 10 plants and finding violations of the General Design
Criteria safety requirements, the NRC decided that the standards must have been set too high and
closed its Systemic Evaluation Program.
Officially, the NRC exempted the 63 plants on the ground that the General Design Criteria safety
requirements do not apply to plants that began construction prior to May 21, 1971. This
explanation, however, contradicts the agency's numerous statements in the past that the General
Design Criteria were not new regulations, and therefore applicable to all reactors, no matter when
they were built.
In Pennsylvania, the NRC's decision affects Beaver Valley 1, Peach Bottom 2 & 3, and Three
Mile Island 1, and means that those plants may operate even if they fail to meet the minimum
requirements set forth in the General Design Criteria.

WIllTE HOUSE & HOUSE REPUBUCANS SET TO BATfLE OVER RENEWABLES,
EmCIENCY
While budget cutting may be the current mantra in Washington, the Department of Energy (DOE)
has proposed a 1996 budget that actually provides increases for renewable energy and energy
efficiency programs. To pay for those increases, DOE proposes further cuts in nuclear power and
fossil fuel programs.
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Renewable energy programs would increase from $393.6 million in FY 1995 to $424.4 million
in FY 1996. Most of the increase would be in biofuels programs and solar energy programs.
Some renewable programs,
like geothermal and
hydrogen research, would
receive budget cuts.
The proposed budget
would eliminate the gascooled reactor program, the
SP-100 space reactor
program, and the
controversial Advanced
Neutron Source project at
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The
budget does add a new
budget line for "nuclear
technology research and
development" in the
amount of $37 million.
Although the exact purpose
of the new money is
unclear, it may be an effort
to revive portions of the
defeated breeder reactor
program. Alternatively, it
may represent subsidies to
nuclear utilities that have
to shutdown their reactors
early.

U.S. EnergySubsidies Faror
Nucleal; Fossil Technologies
Energy technologies received more than $36 billion in federal
government subsidies in 1989, in tax breaks, loans, grants,
and other direct and indirect subsidies. Nuclear and fossil
fuels together received 88 percent of this total.
Efficiency
(3%)

[In Millions of 1989$]

1,155

Other·
(1%)

448

* "Other" includes wastes-to-energy and
subsidies to general electricity. Percentages
do not total 100 due to rounding

Source: The Alliance to Save Energy, Federal Energy Subsidies: Energy,
Environmental, and Fiscal Impacts, April 1993

© Safe Energy Communication Council, 1994

Meanwhile, under the guise
of cutting the federal
budget, some H()use Republicans are trying to defund energy efficiency and renewables programs.
A series of bills will soon be introduced that would not only gut energy programs for fiscal year
1996, but also defund programs in fiscal year 1995. Additionally, some House Republican have
called for the elimination of the DOE, on the grounds that the agency has no meaningful
constituency.
While many House Republicans have interpreted last November's elections as a sweeping
ideological shift, pooling data suggests that Republicans may be reading too much into the
election results. A survey conducted by Republican pollster Vince Breglio showed that
Republicans and Democrats alike support continued funding for energy efficiency and renewable
programs. Furthermore, the poll showed that voters favor cutting nuclear power, oil, gas, and coal
programs as a way of further reducing the size of the federal budget.
EPA TO ISSUE ''LOW-LEVEL'' BAD WASTE STANDARDS
In a December 2, 1994, letter, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced that it
was soliciting comments on a preproposal draft of standards for "low-level" radioactive waste.
The agency will accept comments through April 12, 1995.
Among the questions EPA wants the public to address are the applicability of its standards to
both commercial and DOE sites; whether NRC licensees should be exempted from EPA
regulations if NRC agrees to meet safe drinking water standards; the time scale for EPA
regulations to become effective, and various other issues.
Copies of the EPA preproposal draft may be obtained from the EPA by calling 202-233-9095.

DON'T WASTE AMERICA Petition
The United States Congress is preparing to change the nation's radioactive waste laws.
Unfortunately, Congress seems ready to reduce safety and environmental protection, and
instead - at the behest of the nuclear power industry - wants to speed construction of new
radioactive waste dumps. But radioactive waste cannot be "disposed" of, and new, unscientific
dumping could lead to severe radiation leaks, or worse. Indeed, instituting unsound
radioactive waste practices could lead to a new generation of nuclear reactors and an even
greater problem.
Help stop the waste dumpers and the nuclear power industry. There are several basic
principles for sound radioactive waste management. Any legislation should incorporate these
principles. Congress: Don't let the nuclear industry waste America!
We demand:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Name

An end to generation of long-lasting radioactive waste. It is impossible to consider
establishing new radioactive dumps while generation continues - which would require
even more radioactive waste dumps.
No utility should have access to a radioactive waste dump unless it has stopped
generating radioactive waste.
Radioactive waste transportation should be avoided where possible.
All radioactive waste must be isolated from the environment in an accessible,
retrievable manner, be constantly monitored for leaks, and be recontainerized to
prevent leaks. Our policy must be zero release of radiation.
Liability must remain with waste generators, not taxpayers.
Address

Please return to:
Nuclear Information and Resource Service
1424 16th Street, NW, #601, Washington, DC 20036
Phone 202-328-0002; fax 202-462-2183

Phone
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NEWS NOTES

-On Tuesday, March 28, 1995, there will be a 4:00 a.m. vigil to commemorate the
anniversary of the start of the accident at TMl. Anyone interested in participating should meet
at 3:30 a.m. at the North Gate. After the vigil, Gene Stilp will host breakfast; call Gene at
599-7700 for more information or to reserve space at the table.
-As most PP&L customers know by now, PP&L has requested a 20% increase in residential
electric rates. TMIA's Eric Epstein has filed a complaint with the Public Utilities Commission
challenging the rate increase. In addition, Gene Stilp is organizing the PP&L Ratepayers
Association to fight the proposed increase. For more information, call Gene at 599-7700.
-TMIA has prepared a new and updated fact sheet about Chem-Nuclear, the owner and
operator of the future radioactive waste dump in Pennsylvania. Call us for copies; we will
mail or FAX.
-The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources is now publishing a newsletter
called "Environmental Protection & Natural Resources UPDATE." Besides highlighting state
and federal environmental issues, UPDATE also contains a listing of pending state
environmental legislation, a listing of environmentally-related events, and environmental
listings from the Federal Register and the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The publication is available
from DEIt, PO Box 2063, Harrisburg, PA 17105-2063, or via email from
DERUPDATE@PADERGOV.
-GreenWorld's Directory 1994 is an environmental almanac for the US and Canada. This 324page book describes the major players in the environmental movement, as well as giving
some background on a variety of environmental concerns. The book even has a nice write·up
about TMlA. The cost is $49.95. Call TMIA to place an order or if you want to take a look
at the "office copy."
-The War & Peace Foundation is collecting donations to assist Dr. Vladimir Chemousenko,
the Russian physicist called in by Gorbachev to deal with the Chemobyl disaster. After
suffering radiation poisoning during the attempted containment of Chernobyl, Dr.
Chemousenko has become an outspoken critic of the Russian nuclear industry and of nuclear
energy generally. Pressured by the Russian government, he left Russia four years ago, and
now lives as an exile in Germany, where his presence is seen as a threat to the development
of Germany's nuclear industry. For more information or to make a contribution, contact: War
& Peace Foundation, 32 Union Square East, New York NY 10003. Phone: 212-777-4210
-International Women's Day and Women's History Month Celebration, Saturday, March 11.
1995,2 p.m. to 5 p.m. at the Harrisburg Friends Meetinghouse, 6th & He~~~.:=~_ ._ .
~-'-ll
Harrisburg. Program: Dramatic presentation in honor of Jane Adams on ~e&~~a
of her death.
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